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LONG-TERM GOALS 
 
Conduct field experiments, data analyses, and modeling exploring the impact of environmental fluctuations on 
forward scatter and reverberation as well as on the inversion for seafloor geoacoustic parameters. 
 
OBJECTIVES 
 
Measure fluctuations in mid-frequency (~1-10 kHz) shallow water forward scatter and reverberation 
due to time-evolving variability in the sea surface and water column environment as well as source 
motion. Use observations to quantify the uncertainty in seafloor geoacoustic inversions due to 
environmental variability and their subsequent use in reverberation level predictions. 
 
APPROACH 
 
The focus of this research is on understanding the relationship between fluctuations in mid-frequency 
(~1-10 kHz) shallow water forward scatter and reverberation due to time-evolving variability in the sea 
surface and water column environment as well as source motion. In addition, the impact of 
environmental variability on the uncertainty in mid-frequency seafloor geoacoustic inversions and their 
subsequent use in reverberation level predictions is of interest. A major component of this project has 
been participation in the planning and execution of the ONR Target and Reverberation Experiment 
2013 (TREX13) which was carried out in April-May 2013 off Panama City, FL. 
 
The reverberation field experiment provided an opportunity to make concurrent environmental and 
mid-frequency acoustic observations that will facilitate data analysis related to the following 
objectives: (1) understand the relationship between fluctuations in shallow water forward scatter and 
reverberation and the time-evolving variability in the sea surface and water column environment, (2) 
understand the relationship between fluctuations in forward scatter and reverberation and source 
motion over a heterogeneous seafloor, and (3) quantify the uncertainty in mid-frequency seafloor 
geoacoustic inversions due to environmental variability and their subsequent use in reverberation level 
predictions.  
 
The following measurements were included as part of the field experiment and are of interest to 
various investigators. 
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Fluctuations in forward scatter and reverberation 
 
One area of particular interest is the evolution of mid-frequency vertical spatial coherence as a 
function of range from the source. In order to understand the physics of multiple forward scatter and 
backscatter (reverberation), vertical array measurements of the forward propagating field across the 
water column were carried out in TREX13.  
 
Fluctuations due to source motion over a heterogeneous seafloor 
 
Along with a time-evolving water column and a dynamic sea surface resulting in fluctuations in the 
observed forward scatter and reverberation, source movement over a heterogeneous seafloor also will 
result in fluctuations in the scatter. Source tows over the well-characterized seafloor region were 
carried out in TREX13. 
 
Uncertainty in mid-frequency seafloor geoacoustic inversions 
 
Direct measurements of seafloor geoacoustic parameters were carried out at the TREX13 site. The 
data collected in the fixed source – fixed receiving array and source tow portions of the field 
experiment can be used to quantify the uncertainty in mid-frequency seafloor geoacoustic inversions 
due to environmental variability and their subsequent use in reverberation level predictions.  
 
WORK COMPLETED 
 
The ONR Target and Reverberation Experiment 2013 (TREX13) was carried out in ~20 m deep water 
off Panama City, FL [1]. The Marine Physical Laboratory (MPL) participated at-sea aboard the R/V 
Walton Smith over the period 21 April – 11 May 2013 [2]. Three, 32-element (0.2 m element spacing), 
vertical line arrays (VLAs) were deployed along the Main Reverberation Track at ranges of 0.5, 2.4, 
and 4.2 km from the moored source, fixed horizontal line array (HLA), and support ship (R/V Sharp). 
In addition, 16 self-recording temperature loggers were attached to two of the VLAs. Source tows and 
stations were carried out by MPL on 22-24 April 2013 with tonal and LFM transmissions covering the 
1.5-4.0 kHz and 4.5-9.0 kHz bands.  
 
Analysis of the TREX13 experiment data has focused on the source tow transmissions along the Main 
Reverberation Track. Specifically, transmission loss (TL) from the towed source to VLA2 has been 
analyzed.  
 
RESULTS 
 
The TREX13 geometry is shown in Fig. 1 including the locations of the R/V Sharp and two of the 
three vertical line arrays (VLA1 and VLA2). VLA3 was located 0.5 km from the R/V Sharp along the 
Main Reverberation Track. The source tow track Reverb Track 02 is shown in Fig. 2 along with the 
Main Reverberation Track bathymetry and locations of vertical arrays VLA1 and VLA2. The map has 
been rotated from Fig. 1 so that the horizontal axis is along the centerline of the Main Reverberation 
Track.  
 
An estimate of transmission loss (TL) was made from analysis of the towed source 1.5-4.0 kHz tonal 
transmissions received on the middle hydrophone of VLA2. The transmissions were 15 s on, 15 s off 
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(50% duty cycle). The average received level over a 15 s transmission interval was subtracted from the 
source level to estimate TL. These estimates are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for the outbound and inbound 
portions of the tow track, respectively. At CPA (range ~200 m), the TL varies ~30-40 dB. At the 
start/end of the tow track (range ~4 km), the TL varies ~55-70 dB [3].  
 
IMPACT / APPLICATIONS 
 
The mid-frequency band (~1-10 kHz) is used by many systems of interest to the navy including active 
surface ship sonars, mine-countermeasure (MCM) systems, and acoustic communications. Backscatter 
(reverberation) frequently limits the performance of active sonar and MCM systems and incoherent 
forward scatter can inhibit acoustic data communications.  
 
RELATED PROJECTS 
 
The planning and execution of TREX13 was a joint effort between several ONR Code 322OA 
investigators  interested in various aspects of mid-frequency forward scatter, reverberation, and the 
inversion of seafloor geoacoustic parameters. 
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Figure 1. TREX13 geometry including the location of the R/V Sharp and two of the three vertical 
line arrays (VLAs). (Left) Clutter Reverberation Track. (Right) Main Reverberation Track. 

 
 
 

 
 
Figure 2. Source tow track Reverb Track 02 along with the Main Reverberation Track bathymetry 

and locations of vertical arrays VLA1 and VLA2. 
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Figure 3. Transmission loss (dB) along outbound leg of source tow track Reverb Track 02. 
Horizontal axis is in increments of 30 s. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Transmission loss (dB) along inbound leg of source tow track Reverb Track 02. 
Horizontal axis is in increments of 30 s. 


